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Release Notes: Avast Business Cloud 
Management Console (October 9, 2019) 
Console version: 7.16 
Agent version: 4.16 

Windows Antivirus: 19.7 
Mac OS X Antivirus: 13.13 

Release Summary 
This release contains improvements and bug fixes to our Avast Business Cloud Management Console. 

Improvements  

1. [CBC-8925] Added a new filter in Patch page and improved the logic to filter devices and their 
patches 

2. [CBC-9001] Added a new Labs section in the console for experimental functionalities (not 
available in all regions now) 

3. [CBC-9068] Changed a label for the group window on the devices page 

4. [CBC-9209] Improved security for remote control of a device 

5. [CBC-9221] Added links from the patch widget to the patch view 

6. [CBC-9245] Renamed the Device status filter on the Patch screen to Device patch status 

Bugs 

7. [CBC-9066] Fixed an issue with the device status after sending all patches to deploy 
immediately. 

8. [CBC-9189] Fixed an issue with the patch widgets showing wrong number of devices with 
missing patches  

9. [CBC-9200] Fixed an issue with data inconsistency in the patch widgets 
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10. [CBC-9049] Fixed an issue with the patch filter showing important patches instead of critical 

11. [CBC-9181] Fixed a situation where the notification banner on the dashboard does not reflect 
“try again” manual action 

12. [CBC-9201] 
13. [CBC-9262] 

Fixed an issue with a system error after an attempt to delete a policy 

14. [CBC-9206] Removed question marks tooltip icons from the left patch widget 

15. [CBC-9229] Fixed an issue with the server device status when missing patches 

16. [CBC-9231] Fixed an issue with dashboard widgets completely stalling after login  

17. [CBC-9168] Fixed a tooltip for Wi-Fi Inspector feature 

 

Known issues 

[CBC-7961] Antivirus was uninstalled from the company 

[CBC-
7826][CBC-
7696] 

Password protection controls not applying correctly 

[CBC-9037] Session expired errors appearing in the console constantly 

[CBC-8702] Some devices in Vulnerable state in the console when those devices are up to 
date with no patches 

[CBC-8636] Internal Server error when opening custom policies 
 

   


